
Was it easy to get oriented 

fairly quickly at the 

beginning as to whose 

story it is?

The main character (Evaline?) is very clear. The name is not as clear, due 

to Thomas using nicknames. This is probably fine. 

What did the main 

character looked like?

Long curly hair to her waist. Her friend Thomas wants to pull on the curls. 

Wears grungy-type clothing a lot. Doesn't do a lot of female-type grooming 

stuff.

What were the character’s 

goals?

At first, it was to watch her brother Andy. When her friend Thomas shows 

up, her goal is to be a friend by listening to him talk about his new 

girlfriend, Layla. And then her goal is to get through the double date she's 

hoodwinked into taking part in.
What three words describe the main 

character?

Was the main character relatable?

Did the main character behave 

inconsistently?

What characteristics were 

endearing?

Is the author masquerading as the 

protagonist?

Were the characters 

believable?

Yes. Sister/brother roles were firmly intact. Platonic best friends were 

established. As is my wont, I'm questioning how truly platonic the 

friendship is. Parents (mom and stepdad) who want Eva to be more social. 

We've also established that Eva only has Thomas for a friend and that she 

doesn't know what she will do next year when he has left for college.

Was there the right 

number of characters?

A lot of characters were introduced: Eva, Andy, Thomas, Momma (Mrs. 

Clark) Lee (stepdad), Layla (though not present, only mentioned.) All were 

clear.
Which character was most 

enjoyable?

Do the characters behave 

inconsistently?

Was it easy to visualize each 

character?

Were there emotions between the 

characters?

Were any characters too much? 

Were any characters stereotypical?

Do any characters get in the way of 

the story?

Do I care about the characters?

Do the names fit the characters?

What are the stakes?
Making a decision to help out a friend. Getting through the ramifications of 

that decision.
What are the stakes after the first 

chapter?

People

Main character

Other characters

Conflict



Are the stakes high enough?

Was there enough conflict?

Is the antagonist sympathetic?

Is the antagonist believable?

Is there enough dialogue?

Did it bog down in places?

Was the dialogue interesting and 

did it sound natural?

Are the dialogue tags good?

Were the characters doing things 

while they were talking?

Is the goal strong enough 

to sustain the 81,000-word 

story?

I can't yet tell if the guy at the door is going to be a love interest or not. I 

also wonder if we are going to end up with a love triangle. I do know that 

Eva knows she needs to step outside of her comfort zone and make plans 

for next year. Between my wondering about what's going on with the 

double date, my suspicion about the platonic nature of the friendship and 

my curiosity to see if Evaline can change, I'm interested.

Is the rhythm of the story good?

What parts were funny or sad?

What was the main plot?

Was the main plot strong?

What were the subplots?

Were the subplots strong?

Was there a point when the story 

lagged?

Were there parts where you 

skimmed?

Was there anything problematic?

Was there anything missing?

Does the pace suit the genre?

What made the plot unique?

Were there any parts where the plot 

was predictable?

After reading the first 

chapter what questions 

were unanswered?

Platonic nature of the friendship. Who the guy at the door will be. Why 

Evaline doesn't have any friends. Why she has the name Evaline. What 

race/ethnicity Thomas is.  (The dreadlocks don't make it clear and I can't 

decide if those are white-guy dreads or not. I suspect they are.) What has 

happened to Evaline and Andy's father?
Was anything confusing?

Were there points that were 

unbelievable or illogical?

What happens

Interesting?

Questions?

Story logic

Dialogue

Plot/pacing

Tension and release



What was the most suspenseful 

moment?

What were the most emotional 

scenes?

What were the most detached 

scenes?

Was the setting clear from 

the beginning?

Beach town. Probably in the South or Texas. On an inlet that is calm. I'm 

interested to hear more about the setting.
Was the setting interesting?

Did you have to re-read any part to 

understand why the world is this 

way?

Were there any inconsistencies in 

the time period?

Does the writer have a distinctive, 

engaging style?

What does the prose do best?

Is the viewpoint in the right tense?

Was there the right amount of 

description?

Did the descriptions seem vivid and 

real to you?

Is the story told using the active 

voice?

Are there any info dumps?

What scene was the most 

memorable?

Did anything strike you as 

predictable?

Did the story hold your 

interest from the very 

beginning?

I'm curious enough about a number of things (Eva's lack of friends, the 

Eva/Thomas friendship, who is the date behind the door?) that I want to 

keep reading.
At what point did you think “now the 

story has started”?

When did you want to put the book 

down?

Is there too much backstory?

What are the balls that are in the air 

during the middle of the story?

Is conflict rising?

Do readers need a break?
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Endings
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Style

Structure
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Unique
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What was your immediate thought 

upon finishing?

Was the ending satisfying?

Was the ending believable?

Does it fulfill the book’s promise?

Was the ending worth reading the 

book for?

Were there any repeating grammar 

errors?

Were there any repeating spelling 

errors?

Any other quirks?

Comps

What are three adjectives to 

describe this story?

What three words would you use to 

describe the voice?

What books did this manuscript 

remind you of?

What is the age of the main 

character?

What about this story makes it 

unique and would appeal to a YA 

audience?

Is the story told from a perspective 

that works for a YA audience?

Does the story unfold in a way that 

avoids dictating how readers should 

feel about specific things?

P.O.V.

Doesn't preach

Grammar, Spelling, Syntax

Adjectives

Read alikes

Age

Unique Voice

YA-specific things

Mechanics


